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Graduates of 2001 first in Cintas
- Future Xavier alum~i share their experiences over the last four years, look forward t~ the fature

ning on entering Vanderbilt Law Marschner of his
School in the fall. "I'm' going to JVI living situation. "I'm not comAlter years of hard work and miss a lot of friends."
building relationships, the Class
Wheti the undergraduate class plaining."
Some· Xavier
of 2001 will be the first class of 200 l enter.ed in the fall of
graduating in the Cintas Center.
1997, it had 767 students. ·This students feel they'
This ~s the first spring gradua- morning, 784 undergraduate, could have done
tion on campus since 1987 be~ 423 graouate and five doctoral more while at
. Xavier.
cause the 9-month old Cintas degrees will be awarded.
"One of my maCenter, which was originally
As they leave college, many
planned to have been completed graduates are wondering if their jor goals at Xavier
in time for last year's graduation, Xavier education will be up to was to be in Mall
was not ready until this year.
Talk and I didn't
par.
~
· "I feel prepared," said Kelly
"I've squeezed everything I ·accomplish. it,"
Cichy, a psychology major and could out of Xavier, and I need said English majo~ .·
Women and ·Minorities minor, of· new challenges," said psychology Amanda Trice of
her Xavier education. "I'm major Dan MarscJmer of Cincin- the weekly News~
happy with everything at Xavier, nati. "I'm ready for the real . wire feature·: "I'm ·
really sad. t guess
but it's the people that have made world."
me so sure."
Marschner, whose minors in- I' 11 just have
Cichy, from Toledo, OH, is clude English and Latin American dream about all the
planning on entering the Ph.D. studies, has signed for Jesuit Vol- funny things that I
program at Penn State for Human unteer International (JVI) corps could have said."
Development and Family· Studies for a two-year commitment startBut Trice; of Ft..
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
Thomas, KY, is.sating in August.
this fall.
Several
hundred
seniors
attended
a
champagne
brunch
in the Cintas Center
"My participation in the Ser- isfied with her
"I've always been able to \\:alk
down the mall and· see people I vice Learning Semester has pro- Xavier Players per- Banquet Room on Sunday, May 13. The brunch was one of the events held
during Senior Week.
know. That's comfortable," said vided me with the best opportu- formances.
"I'm
most
·nity to learn," said Marschner,
Cichy.
.Senior Luke Smith, from Ft. who went· to Nicaragua the spring proud of being in Godspell;" said
_Some Xavier students even is also happy with his Xavier eduWayne, JN, cites his favorite_ semester of his' junior -yea!i. · · "To . · Trice of the -Players"· mrisicaHthis: ·have jobs- already, like math ma- cation: · ·
"I don't.think any other school.
Xavier activities have been the be exposed to an entirely differ- · spfing. "It was a good group of jor, Nick Van AusdalL
·
"I'm proud I have job," said could have prepared. me as adgame of Beirut and Dana's. "It· ent world, it's blown my mind," people." .
has been a great way to let off said Marschner.
Trice, also a psychology mi- Van Ausdall, who also has busi- equately," said Van Ausdall. "l
steam," said Smith.
Wi th his JVI placement, · nor, is happy with her degree ness and economics minors: "I'm wish I could go here for the rest
"I'll miss the sense of commu- Marschner will· be working at a choice. "I dig English_majors and going to be an actuary at [the in- of my life if I could afford it."
nity," said Smith, who will re- homeless shelter for the elderly professors. · Most people think surance company] Ohio Casualty
ceive an Honors Bachelor of Arts in Arica, Chile. "At one point, it we· are elitist, but we'i:e just Group."
Van Ausdall, of Van Wert, Ohio,
Degree this morning and is· plan- - will be five women and me," said cooler than everyone else."
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Cainpus News Editor
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THE SPEAKERS
- KEYNOTE SPEAKER-

- VALEDICTORIAN -

Rev. J. Donald'Monan,

senior
Adam
S.J., chancellor of Boston
Livingston was. chosen as
Coliege, will address the
valedictorian from the
audience at Saturday's
Class 9f 2001 and will adcommencement ceremony
dress his fellow graduates
in the Cintas Center.
at the ceremony today.
He will also receive an
Livingston, a native of
honorary degree of Doctor
nearby Anderson Town:..
·of Humane Letters, honship, was chosen from
oris causa from Xavier.
eight finalists .. He will reMon an has received 12
ceive degrees. in philososimilar honorary degrees
phy and classics as well as
from institutions such as
the Honors Bachelor of Arts
Harvard, Northeastern and
(HAB) curriculum.
Loyola Universities, Boston Col- and several articles. He has also
During his time at Xavier, . a book on mythology. He also
lege and the Natiohal University . lectured extensively on higher Livingston has been a member of traveled to Rome with the Honof Ireland.
education and moral choices.
the Honors program, was elected ors program in the summer of
Also to receive Xavier Univer- president of the Archeological 2000. '
Monan earned his Ph.D. at the
University of Louv~in in Belgium sity honorary degrees are: Will- Society and vice president of the
Of his experiences at Xavier
and has done postdoctoral re- iam Schickel, the Loveland artist Senior Classical League. This University, Livingston said "I've
search at Oxford, Paris and responsible for the . recent rede- year, he also joined the Croquet learned to be open. Especially
· with the study of philosophy, I
Munich.
sign of Bellarmine Chapel; Jo- Association.
He has served as Boston seph Viviano, retired-vice chairDuring his ju'nior year, have learned that sometimes
College's chancellor since 1996. . man of Hershey Food Corp., Livingston won the Goethe Insti- questions are more important than
Prior to this appointment, Monan . Board of Trustees member and tute award for his studies in in- answers."
served as president of the Jesuit chair of Xavier's Century Cam- termediate German. He also won
After graduation, Livingston
university for 24 years. In all, he paign; and Thomas Sedler, CEO the Martin Dumler award for phi- will attend Yale law school.
has spent more than 50 years in of I:Jome City Ice and member of losophy during his senior year.
Jesuit higher education.
both the president's advisory
During the summer of 1999, he
Monan has authored and co- council and the alumni board.
assisted Xavier profess9r Dr.
authored three philosophy books
Edmund Cueva with research for
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RITING HISTORY
THE NEWSWIRE'S TOP 2·5 STORIES FROM THE LAST FOURYEARS
FRESHMAN-YEAR: THE TOP STORY

Two students return
safely after a~duction
Week of Sept 24, 1997 - Last
Monday night, two sophomore
women were walking out of
Kaldi's coffeehouse on Main
Street toward their car, which was
parked on Main Street.
Upon reaching the car and un.locking the doors, both students
found one person behind them
·prderfng them into the back seat
~nd another armed with a knife
held at the woman's throat.
The students, who requested to
remain anonymous, were held in
the car as the assailants, one male
and one female, got onto North 175 and headed up I-74·towards
Indiana.
''The man would alternate from
demanding if we were scared yet,.

to asking if we were hungry or
anything. Finally we told him we
needed to use the restroom," said
one of the students.
The driver proceeded to pull
off the highway at Exit 164, and
into an unlit gas station. There,
one of the students spotted an Indiana state police officer doing a
routine check of the area. Sh~ was
able to mouth the word "help" to
the officer as he spoke to the ma~
in the front seat. The officer, in
turn, was able to detain the assailants and get both students from
the car.
'!'he assailants were charged
with aggravated robbery, abduction· and kidnapping.

SOPHOMORE YEAR: THE TOP STORY

SGA botches elections;
results voided·
WeekofOct.14, 1998 - Student Government Association
(SGA) left two candidates' names
off the ballot and violated several parts of the Election Code.
during the freshman Senate election. After discovering the incomplete bal_lots, SGA officials added
the students' names for the second day of voting and kept the
polls open for a third day.
Student Senate passed ~wo
motions to void the election and
administer a new one. SGA president Desiree Demonbreun vetoed
both motions.
WeekofOct.28,1998 -After finding out it had the final constitutional authority over its own

election results, Student Senate
voted unanimously last Thursday
to void the results of the freshman elections and remove the
entire Board of Elections.
New elections will be held
Nov. 10 and 11, pending approvals b¥ the SGA president.
This is the third time Senate
has voted to void the election results, but the first worded in such
a way as to make a presidential
veto impossible. Senate did not
.know it had the power to do so
until last week, when alumnus
Michael Drake, a framer of the
current constitution, wrote to The
Newswire and cited the relevant

JUNIOR YEAR: THE TOP STORY

Hoff announces
retirement
Week of Feb. 23, 2000 - At a
press conference on campus last
Thursday, Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J.,
announced he will retire as president of Xavier on May 31, 2001.
In a letter sent to members of
the-Xavier community, Hoff
stated, "I believe Xavier will benefit greatly from a new president
filled with fresh ideas and
a bundle of energy. I believe this is the right decision for the long-term
benefit of Xavier University."
A successor to Hoff ·
has not yet been chosen;
a decision has to be made
by the Board of Trustees. A newly
appointed committee of board

members, administrators, faculty
and students will advise the board
throughout its search for a new
president.
Xavier was recognized for the
first time by U.S. News and World
Report in the 1995 ranking of
"America's Best Colleges," placing 15th amongst Midwest
schools. In the 2000
ranking, Xavier has
climbed to number
seven. During Hoff's
term as president, Xavier
\ has also received recog, nition from Money
.
magazine and the John

~

·

Templeton Honor Roll.

Hoff has served as Xavier's president since October of 1990.
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XU '·welcomes'
gay students
WeekofAug.30,2000 - In nized a club called Xayier
response to studen't activism on Against Homophobia. The unithe inclusion of gays and lesbi- versity denied the club recognians on campus last-school year, tion.
·
Junior Katie McHugh called
Xavier President Rev. James E.
Hoff, S.J., issued a letter and a the welcoming statement "disapnew statement of welcome con- · ·pointing."
·
cei:ning the university's position .r "It fails .to address the real
on homosexuality.
concern of discrimination,'! said
Issued the day after the spring. McHugh: "If [Xavier] truly wel2000 semester ended, the state- ·· corned all, adding [sexualorienment, along with Hoff's letter, tation] to. the non~discrimination
issued to all faculty and staff. clause wouldn't cause a stir."
· The statement rec~ived full supAnother junior, Sairi Stephens,
port and approval from the Xavier -said; "I was glad .that the univer. Board 9f Trustees. The univer- sity didn't sacrifice its Catholic
sity, however, has not changed . identity. It is a good way to treat
its non~_discrimination ·clause.
· gay students. with dignity with- ,
A petition calling for the out losing Catholic tradition."
change
in . the
non-discriminaIn part/the statement read:
.
.. .
I
. tion clause was started by Am"[D]iscrimiriation against and
nesty International's OutFront · harrassmentofonememberofthe
Group. and had.received more University community by any
than 1,200 signatures when it was other member of the University
backed by Student Senate in community strikes at the very
April.
·
heart of this institution ... Given
According to junior Chris the imprecise legal definition of
Seelbach; plans have been made- the terms involved and the onto charter a social activist club going attempts to codify shiftindepencient of Amnesty Interna- ing societal attitudes both
tional whose sole purpose is to through statues and legal prece.
dent, the University deems
target the' issue.
Historically, there has been [amending the non-discriminaresistance from the_ administra- tion clause to include homosexution to having a gay rights club. ality] unwise and inappropriate."
In 1995, Student Senate recog-

was

THE TOP ;NEWS STORY FROM THE LAST FOUR YEARS:
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:Xavier goes· soft
on toilet paper

. Week of Feb. 17;
1999 - Trips to the
bathroom are finally
..;, ,,..,j
taking a toll .on stu-.
'----=-------'----------'-'----------~--,-,,---. dents in the residence
halls.
~·1 hav~ liv~d in the
dorms for three years,
and I've always heard
complaints about the
toilet paper," said s~
nior Brendon Cull, a
student senator. "I
know there are better
products available."
The brand of toilet
OF THE NEW MILLENIUM
paper found in' stalls

subject was released into the custody of the Cincinnati Police and
returned to the home.

HONORABLE MENTIONS
Tuesday, Sept. 5, 2000, 10:13
p.m. - A 41-year-old man was
apprehended in the Cohen lot while
"exposing" himself between two,·
parked cars. The subject was
charged with public indecency.
Thursday, Oct. 5, 2000, 8:10
p.m. - A disoriented subject entered the Campus Police House on
Ledgewood. It was determined that
thesubjecthadwanderedoutofthe

University Hospital psychiatric
ward. The subject was delusional
and was returned to the hospital by·
Campus Police.

Thursday, March 8, 2001,
10:17 p.m. - Campus Police discovered a 42-year-old male stumbling up the .residential mall near
the North Lot entrance. The subject had walked away from a group
·-home on Monday, March 5. The·

across ·Xavier's campus is
Envision;s Accla.im,_ a IOO·percent
recycled fiber content bath tissue,
described by many people as too
thin, scratchy and not very
durable.
Cull, who is on Senate's
student affairs committee,
has asked to upgrade the
quality of the toilet paper
for a softer feel, while maintaining the use of recycled
product.
He sent letters to and received signed petitions
from residents of the dorms
·as well as the Student Sen-

... ··PREvJ·O.USWINNERS.
·· <

/o:F·'fHE GOLIJEN MUGSHOT AWARD .
,;·.,

Wednesday, Oct. 25, 2000, 2:20
p.m. :-- Campus Police received a .
report from ·a witness who had observed three male students pull up
in front of the Cintas Center main
entrance. One male exited the car,
removed a $300 Cintas Center allweather rug from the lobby, rolled
it up and placed it in the trunk of
the car. The car then sped away. The
suspects were identified and the rug
was recovered.
Sunday, April 8, 2001, 2:30
p.m. - A female_ student reported
a male student exposing himself on
a balcony in the Xavier Village.
The subject was identified and_
turned over: to the Dean of Students.

ate, which said, "The quality of toilet paper currently used is below a
standard that is consistent with the
quality of life in the resident halls."
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1998-: The Year of Bill-and Monica
BY BILL SNODGRASS
World News Editor

.

Although many important
news events took place during
the course of 1998, there was
one looming above all .the others. One which seized and
dominated the headlines and the
nation's consciousness, whether
you wanted it to or not.
· Monicagate. The world's
most famous stained dress. Kenneth Starr and the best selling,
most high .brow porno ever published..:.__ the Starr Report. There
was no escaping the monster. It
s.ucked up airwaves and news-.
P,rint like a voracious beast and,
·tjiuch like a train wreck, we
were compelled to watch all of
it.
;; In January 1998, the story
broke on the Internet and in
Newsweek that President Clinton
had carried on an ·affair with
former White House intern
Monica Lewinsky. When Clinton responded by stating "I did
not have sexual relations with
that woman .~. These allegations
are false," the story ballooned
even further.
Whitewater Independent

Counsel ·Kenneth Starr, who
seemed to find an excuse to investigate and subpoena everything and everyone connected to
Clinton except possibly his urine
samples, began an investigation
of the president on charges of
perjury.
As all of you no doubt know,
the investigation and scandal
dragged on for months. Journalists were given another juicy
scandal to which to attach the
pseudosuffix "-gate~" Late night
comedians were provided with
more material· for presidential satire that even they couldn't possi. bly run into the ground through
repetition; Eventually on Aug'. 17
the president confessed on na:
tional television that he had a relationship with Lewinsky that
"was not. appropriate."
Then, just as the year was dying down and the scandal with it
(so Americans hoped), the House
Judiciary Committee impeached
Clinton on Nov. 26. As the year
Closed, Clinton's fate hariged in
the balance on complicated issues
such as what the meaning of the
word "is" is. (Think about it it's actually very hard to define.)

President Clinton in a photo taken on April 10,
1998. Gee, wonder what could possibly be on
the president's mind _that's giving him the
troubled look of a deep thinker?
·

2000-01: Florida chads are all the rage
new president. Many even wondered if they still cared. Eventually, on Dec. 12, 2000 the mad~
The news event~ of 2000' a~d ness ended as the United States.
early 2001 were dominated by one Supreme Court ruled that resingular force, a force of nature so counts ordered by the Florida
powerful it could not be contained State Supreme Court were uncon~
- the state·of Florida. As we ap- stitutional. · Gore conceded the
proach the halfway point of 2001 election io Bush and democracy
and examine the last year and a was saved ... for now. In May; it
half, we realize the state of Florida was revealed after an investigacast its enormous shadow over the tion by the Miami Herald that
biggest story of the year - the Bush would in fact have still won
election of George W. Bush as the·· the state of Florida by the width
43rd president of the United of a chad had the recounts gone
States.
on (and on and on and on).
Going info Election Day 2000,
The shadow of the Sunshine
Re(lublican candidate Bush and State (I like alliteration) loomed
Democratic candidate Al Gore were large during the summer of 2000 as
neck and neck in popularity polls. well. During Thanksgiving 1999,
The election 'was going to go down a young Cuban boy named Elian
. as one of the closest in recent po- Gonzalez was pulled out of the
. litical history. It was re.ally just a waters near Miami. His mother and
matter of which variation of mod- he were attempting to flee Cuba eration you wanted - Moderate she died en route.
Candidate A or Moderate CandiYou all know the rest of this
Perhaps if the Demo- story. Little Elian's father, still
date B.
crats and Republicans had com- living in Cuba, wanted to have his
bined the two, as "Saturday Night son returned to him. A custody
Live" helpfully suggested, to cre- battle erupted between Elian 's
ate the ultimate middle-of-the- father and Miami relatives. Firoad candidate, this whole nally the large (emphasis on
trouble could have been averted. large) hand of Attorney General
At any rate, after the ballots were · Janet Reno intervened. Elian was
tallied it was announced by the state taken from his relatives' home
of Florida that the results were too and, on June 28, 2000, he reclose to call. And so it began. Re- turned to Cuba with his father.
counts of recounts of recounts of This young boy lost his mother,
recounts of the ballots. Both can- ·was turned into an international
didates filing lawsuits against the sideshow by our government and
other if it appeared the election was the Cuban government and now
swinging towards either candidate. has to live the remainder of his
And of course, we were all intro- life in the public eye. Good luck
duced to chads. We now know all finding a good therapist, Elian,
of them- dimpled chads, hanging you'll probably need it.
So far, the Bush administration
chads, pregnant chads, etc.
As the fight for the presidency has faced one major international
wore on, many Americans began to crisis. On April 1, 2001 a U.S. plane
wonder if we would ever have a collided in midair with a Chinese
BY BILL SNODGRASS
World News Editor

George W. Bush was sworn in as the 43rd President
of the United States on Jan. 20. -It only took two
months after the election to settle who won. (With
all the lawst:Jits involved, I would not have been
surprised if it took until the 2004 election to
determine the winner.)
jet. The Chinese pilot was killed to download free music. It turns
and the American plane was out that Napster and free music
forced to make an emergency on the Web harder to kill than a
landing.· The Chinese govern~ cockroach.
ment refused to hand over the 24 . On July 26, 2000 a court injunc-.
crew members without an official tion was issued against Napster to
apology from the American gov- remove all copyrighted material
ernment. After several days of from their service. 1\vo days later
posturing (some political, some it was granted a reprieve. On Feb.
macho), the Chinese governµ,ient 12, 200 l, the earlier ruling to rereleased the crew members· on move copyrighted· material was
April 11. To date, the body of the upheld. Yet Napster is still alive
Chinese pilot has not been found. and the online music controversy
Rising tensions between China will not die. While it is definitely
and the United States are the least wrong to steal other people's
of worries for musicians right now. property, do you really feel sorry
Led by those noted crusaders for that some rock star will make $15
civil rights, Metallica, the music · million this year instead of $16
i_ndustry. has gone to war. against million because of Illegal downNapster, an Internet file swapping loading cutting into their record
program that allows Internet users sales?

is

EDITOR'S NOTE
The opinions expressed on
this page are entirely those of
World News Editor Bill
Snodgrass. They do not necessarily reflect the views of
The Newswire or anyone else.
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.. ~- ~~ -Senior-. memories
The following pictures were taken at the senior retreat held ·~t Kirkwood
Camp _and Conf~rence Center on Friday, May· I I and Saturday, ·Mayl2 .
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SPEECH, SPEE-CH!
without learning anything.
What does come as a surWhen I was asked to write
prise, however, is the moral and
this speech I was simply told
spirituai growth. Xavier has
that a valedictory speech is a
provided me with so ·many opfarewell address given at
portunities to become active in
commencement. As I began
the world around me. Xavier
to think about what I wanted
creates an atmosphere of canto say; I wondered to whom
cern for others through service
or to what I was bidding fareorganizations, social justice
w~ll. I hope that I'm not sayprograms and service learning
ing goodbye to the friends ·I
opportunities.. Through particihave made, but I know· there
pation in these activities l have
will be acquaintences that will · gan at Xavier I thought I knew come to realize what is most
drift away and friendships that · exactly what I was going to do important in my life - striving
. will lose their intensity. I hope with my life. I came to Xavier to to live with Integrity and comthat I'm not saying goodbye to get. an education that would pre- ·passion for others; Instead of
classes I've taken and the pro- pare me for my future career. At receiving a purely academic
fessors who've taught them, but the time, I had no idea that my four education, I have been morally
I know that their words .and les- years here. could so dn1stically educated as well. "J have grown
sons will grow increasingly alter my priorities and beliefs. into a person who can use
vague with passing years. I hope Like the rest of you, I heard Fr. · knowledge to promote justice
that I'm not saying goodbye to Hoff's mission for the university . and compassion.
the Xavier atmosphere that I've countless times, and probably
Perhaps not all of you have
come to love, but I know that the like many of you, I paid little at- changed in:· the same ways I
brick-lined walkways and smil- tention. Xavier was just a school . have, but we have all undergone
ing faces on the mall will no - how was it going to affect me growth and change. When I
longer be a part of my daily ex- intellectually, spiritually and look back and compare the perperience.
morally? But it has affected me son I am now with the person I
As much as I would like to in all these ways. The education was four years ago, I am proud
deny it, I am forced to say I have received has provided me of who I've become. I sincerely
goodbye to these things. But with the knowledge and experi- .hope _that all of you can look
- one aspect of my life at Xavier ence I need to be successful in my back; recognize how you've
that I refuse to say goodbye to career, but the Jesuit education grown, and feel pride in· youris the person I have become has also given me knowledge and selves. I also hope you recogt>ver the past four years. I look experience in areas completely nize that you can attribute at
back at the change and growth I unrelated to my major. This in- least part of that pride to the fact
have experienced at Xavier and tellectual growth was not une~- that you are a graduate of Xavier
I am proud of who I am and who pected, though. I did not phm to University ..
I'm still becoming. When I be- attend.a university for four years

llachel/Jurnsi6'e

Brent Dixon
I ·am honored to stand before
you today and would like to de~
viate from the typical commencement address of looking
to the future and for the next few ·
minutes turn time on its head
_ and look back at a fall day in
1987. I was 18 years old and
· had just graduated from high
school. I had no idea what I
wanted to do with my life.
When I arrived at Xavier, my
confidence was low and my
heart was not in my work. Following a far from stellar semester, I withdrew.
Time passed. ·superficially,
my life seemed· fine. D..eep
down, however, there was something mising. Eleven years later
I realized that returning to college just might be the answer.
As a "non-traditional" 30-year-

NO PHOTO
AVAILABLE

old student I returned to Xavier.
Upon beginning my first class the
fear arid apprehension set in. My
. mind began racing with questions
about my interaction .with the
"traditional,'' "younger" students.
Would I fit in, become part of the
academic process, or be alienated
and looked at as an older guy doing what he should have done 11
years prior?
· My. fears were quickly extinguished by the accessible faculty
and accepting students. Both became more than peers, they became my friends. The core values that are taught through
Xaver's diverse Jesuit curriculum
are ones that I will carry with me
through life. This experience has
opened my mind, heart and
.imagination and has enabled me
to transcend to a higher level of
learning.
Humanity in this new millennium is faced with enormous
change and challenge. Now, in
the wake of tragedies such as Columbine, we realize the importance of having leaders at the
helm that will become involved
and make decisions based on both
knowledge and compassion. We
have witnessed the successful
cloning of animals and in the near
future we will be faced with the
controversial issue of human
cloning. Also, the fluctuating

economy and the global marketplace will continue to require
great consideration. Other complex issues will also demand insightful, creative, and ethical decision-makfog. Xavier. Uriiversity has armed us with the tools
necessary to face these challenges that lie before us.
I would like to leave you with
these inspiring words written by
Eleanor Roosevelt:
"Many people will walk in and
out of your life, but only true
friends will leave footprints in
your heart.
To handle yourself, use your
head; to handle others, use your
heart.
Anger i~ only one letter short
of danger.
If someone betrays you once,
it is his fault; if he betrays you
twice, it is your fault.
Great minds discuss ideas,
Average minds discuss events;
Small minds discuss people.
He who loses money, loses
much; he who loses faith, loses
all.
Beautiful young people are
accidents of nature, but beautiful
old people are works of art.
Learn from the mistakes of others. You can't live long enough
to make them all yourself.
Friends, you and me ... You
brought another friend ... And

LeahBusam
flow do we condense the
struggles, the joys,' the embarrassments and the. successes of
the past four. years into one allencompassi ng.
experience
called college? It's definitely
. not founo in our resumes or
transcripts, or even in the obscene number of pictures that
some.of us have taken. This experience only truly exists within
each one of us in the simple moments of every day.
It's been said that your entire
life flashes in front of your eyes
when you die. In many respects,
it feels like the same thing happens when.you graduate. Only,
it's not really your entire life, or
even the four years or so that it
took you to reach this point. It's
just the moments· that stood out.
And they're n0t the ones you expect either. The moments you
remember are tiny ones, some
you haven't thought of in years,
if you've thought of them at all.
But in the last second of your
life, or your last second as a
Xavier student, you remember
them with astonishing clarity ..
For me, it is the smell of my
empty dorm room the day I
moved out freshman year and
the turquoise color shifts of our
Manresa group leaders. It's the
long lines in the bookstore on
the day classes begin, only to
find out that you've been standing in the wrong line .. It's lying
on. my back in the grass outside
Kuhlman Hall, pretending to do
homework, but actually star.ing
at all the people.as they walk by,
daydreaming. It's the way the
scent of the cafeteria lingers on
your clothes for hours after
you've eaten. And the first time
I got written up, before classes
had even started. And the way
it feels to walk across the academic mall during the first few
days of the fall semester· when
everything feels alive and new,
and then again in the middle of
November when it's cold and

then there were three. We started
our group ... Our circle of friends
... And like that circle ... There is
no beginning or end.
Yesterday is history. Tomorrow is a mystery. Today is a gift."
. Our experience here at Xavier,
like a good friend, is a precious
gift. Now we too as esteemed
alumni have formed our own
circle that will endure the test qf
time. It is time for us to creat.e
the highest and most grand. vision
possible for our lives because we
become only what we believe. So
continue .to dream, aspire, accomplish and ·above all continue to
care in true Xavier tradition.

cloudy. It's the library ... and
waiting for the sh.uttle on a Friday night in front of
Bellarmine ChaP.el . .. and the
library;
I keep trying to .convince
myself to hold tight to each of
these moments because before
I know it they .will be gone:
But then I have to tell myself
to relax and stop trying to hold
on to them, because these moments won't be lost. They
have become embedded inside
me. Whether I want to accept
it or .not, these small events
have prepared me for the great
unknown, to the extent that
that is possible. Th~r~ is no
road map to lead us to success,
and we will make mistakes, a
lot of them. We are prepared.
We came to Xavier. for .an
e~ucation and that's what
we've received - an education far exceeding the diploma
in our hands or the mission
statement of the university.
Nothing about the experience
has been profound. I don't
suddenly-understand the totality of my life up to this point.
!don't know what career path
will lead me to my greate'st
happiness. I don't know what
really .makes me passionate. L
don't even know why I enrolled at Xavier as opposed to
any number of other schools.
But I did and that has made all
the difference.
What I do know is that life
is not measured by the profound and earth-shattering experiences. It's one step at time.
It's the people we meet and the
way we come to more fully understand ourselves. It's the
tiny moments, the ones we
haven't thought of in months
or years. For the past few
years; these moments have
been guided by the security of
Xavier University, but now is
our opportunity to add new
and simple moments to our
lives.
So now we· need to relax
and stop trying to hold on to
the past four years. I'm confident that we'll feel nothing but
gratitude for every single moment of our Xavier experience.
We _are prepared.
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takes to walk across campus to be
greeted by friends equal to that
Praise God! · To borrow the number, and acquaintances even
words of the apostle Peter dur- · double that. With friend.s, I think
ing the Transfi~uration, "It is we would do well to return that ·
good for us tci be in this place, truly awe-filled feeling freshman
today!" I ask you to pardon me year. I am referring to those _many
for starting in this atypical man- · moments where friends were all
rier, without the customary that you had, especially in
thank yous and recognitions. Manresa when home for all of us
The wondet:ful prerogative of was equally far away. Home was
any speaker, as I am sure Fr. Gra- driving away in that empty car, or
ham and Fr. LaRocca know so van. I think we returned to that
well from their homilies, is to . wonde-rfull. amazement this seassume that silence means ap- nior week, when all else was
pr~val. So, I will graciously in- stripped away. It is the goodness,
terpret your silence· approval. concretely given to us in friends,
Any objections? Very good, I that remains.
will keep on assuming.
Yet, I have found through my ·
· I start in this manner, neither experience here that go.odness is
to demean the solemnity of the not everywhere. Ask anyone
occasion, nor to dismiss the im- from the service learning experiportance of all those gathered· ences and they will tell you that.
here, but to convey what :i wo~ld Ask anyon_e who goes to a state
most like to say first. This is university, which does not have
merely to praise God, and to nearly the wealth of spiritual opgive thanks to God for all that portunities we have here. Yet, our
he has accomplished here dur- goodness is similar to light; it
ing oµt time here through' us. · cannot remain' contained and still '
For myself, I can best express be called light. From its Puritan ·
this thanksgiving with· the founders, the United States has
words: "It is good for us to be always seen itself as a city on a
in this place today." With your · hill, shining its light upon the
permission, I would ].ike to dwell world. I believe that we are chalon three parts of this thanksgiv- lenged to this same standard, but
ing.
we are called npt to shine down,·
"It is good." At this Jesuit but to shine out. Goodness is in
oniv~rsity, we become saturated
the shared experience, and l be~
with this word, from our Ethics lieve that we will find it most fully
as an Introduction to -Philoso- in unexpected shared experiphy class to Xavier's mission, ences.
which is to form students "in"In this place." This place, the
tellectually, morally, and spiri- Cintas Center, is not only a great
tually." Have no fear; I will not addition for our athletics,· but a
continue to reci.te words we· all symbol of Xavier's· co'iiimitment
know so well. Yet, goodness is to never be satisfied with less
not only in Xavier's words or than the best. It was not good
ideals, but concretely in its enough for Xavier's professors,
people. You do not ha_ve. to for whom to possess some of the
spend even the ten minutes it best knowledge in the world. is

Ma#he~.-£1adges•··

Mark ?Viswonger

as

Leslie Stahl
When I was asked to give this
speech, i was reminded of a passage from the book Beloved by
Toni Morrison. I read it for a
race relations class here at
Xavier. In the book, Denver is a
young, free black woman living
during slavery who easily recognizes evil fo the world. She
responds by refusing to leave
the yard surrounding her home.
However, as she grows older,
Denver's home becomes a stale
nightmare of a place, lacking
any nourishment, physiCal or
spiritual. In a moment of truth,
Denver stands on her front
porch debating whether to stay
in her home or finally face the

world. She has a vision of her
grandmother, Baby Suggs, who
chides her for not having the
courage to step· down off the
porch.
"But you said there was no
defense [against the world],"
Denver protests.
"There ain't," replies Baby
Suggs.
"Then what do I do?"
"Know it, and go on out the
yard. Go on."
I realize that these moments of
fear, when we are standing on the
porch between the old and the
new, are moments we must· learn
to welcome. For me, just giving
this speech is an opportunity to
go out of my yard. We must recognize such moments as opportunities for growth and renewal
and understand that the rewards for leaving our yard,
though not guaranteed, are almost always immeasurable.
When we are children, our.
yards are clearly marked, and
it is to our benefit not to leave
them .. "Don't go out of the
yard!" our parents holler as we
scramble down the steps,
screen door slamming behind
us. We have no idea what horrible fate will ·befall us if we
leave the yard, but we imag··· i'ne it to be monstrous.
As teenagers, it becomes
our job to gradually leave the
comfort and security of our

"Wh~n·_I\vasyoung and free.·
and: my imagiit~tion had ·no :ljn;i~' -~
its, f dieamed bf .chiiriging the .·
wodd. Asigre~ oider ~ndwise~· ,
I discpy~r~A the world would ti()t
change, soJ shortened)ny sigh~s. '
.somewhat and deCided to change

<

· ~ri;~y~~~~·!j',:;,::::. ·
not good enough. They went a
step beyond this to possess
some of the b~st people skills.
We are leaving a place with vision and hunger for the future,
and I know that some of that has
rubbed off on us.
"Here, at this time." It _is
easy to say that it is good we
are here now, when. the hard
work is over.. I think it must be
added that it is good that we
were here and will be here. It
was near this spot that most of
us were here, gathered together
for the first time for the Playf1,tir
in the old Cohen fields for
Manresa. We were here in· the
formal dances, for which we finally found a place. We will be
here through the people that we·
have shaped in our stay here. I
have no doubt that we will be
here again in reunions to celebrate. Let us take a while to
let all these fit into the present
moment. As I am grateful to Fr.
Graham, Dean Walker, all our
distinguished guests, our families and to you for granting me
this long moment to speak, let .
us together be grateful to God
for the goodness of being here,
in this place, in this moment.
Thank you.

yard more often, gaining independence and trying to .be our
new selves. When it is time for
college, most of us leave our
yards for good, not only physically moving away, but also leaving the yard of childhood beliefs.
At Xavier, we've been encouraged to go out of our yards often.
I'm reminded especially of a particular theology class. Our professor wanted the class to be a
"spiritual journey," an opportunity for us to explore our own
faith and various forms of spirituality. For most of us, this was a
time of leaving our yard. We
fidgeted nervously in our seats,
wondering if we would. be struck
down by God for thinking outside
the limits of our own religion.
Fortunately, most of us chose to
take this journey, one that was at
once emotional, uncomfortable,
challenging and ultimately re. warding. However, a few students
chose not to take the journey,
fighting our poor professor every
step of the way. These fearful
souls had fenced themselves into
the yard so tightly. that even
Xavier couldn't nudge them out.
I believe, however, that inost
of us have spent our time here ea~
gerly accepting each opportunity
to leave our yard, that inner place
of safety and complacency. The
challenge now is for each one of
us to continue to seek out opportunities 'to leave our yard. From

.years,. in .0·11e. iaS.t .desperateat- ·
tempt, I settledfqr.ch'~nging only
·~y •fllJriHy>ttiqse.cio~est t6.Il1e,
th~ 'iiic>st -~ufof today,-:be•but alas, ·they 'would liaY,e none'.
it. . '.:.·;. ;·:.· ·:_· ' " ' ' .• c~us¢.tofiiqrro\V is never a gii~r~
... AtidnowasLJie·onmydeath~· 'aritee:· ·"
···· ·· ·. · ·
f~hdd~~ly 're~ize: If'i'had· .· Righ~ .now .mariy of you are
tifi1{cliang~<l' ffi'ys~lf fi~st then· .·. pr,obably)~inldng';aboµt wh.~t

tract

?f:
bed:·

.~~an·~!~;~·~~~~it·~~ld.._~.have. lies ah,_ead:i:your c.#eel', gradu~:·
''coµrai~n1~9i:'.:fi~oU,1d.:ili~1J-,ii~ve
' From th.err· inspiration aild' en~ :...;...c~_t'~.e.tue:, ·_:d·~-s_c·•..,fianh·u.·~_tu.d-o;_· .:em,; .:_-.:_.o·.r Iti .~-hv·.i a~•..-·t:ge·.,u·. .~d.·.c;.·..·~eot,.r :_;·wi~:.h~·.,_ aY.• · '_.te· ,·-~.'s~· .
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now on, there will be no one forcing us to do it. In fact, many
people spend their post-college
years making excuses for staying
in their yards, saying all the while
that "life is a journey" yet never
choosing to actually take that journey.
Will we follow their lead by
settling for "good enough" instead
of striving for excellence? Will we
simply write a yearly check to
charity or will we give our time,
emotional energy and physical labor helping those in need? Will
we surround ourselves wi~h those
who are just like us or will we seek
our friendships with persons of
different races, religions and politicai persuasions? And will we
allow our religious beliefs to
fence us in, or will we embark on

a spiritual journey which will set
us free?
Today, we are all just like
Denver, standing on the porch,
knowing our time here is done,
yet nervous about stepping out
of the yard and into the challenging world around us. But it is moments such as these which hold
the most opportunity for happiness and growth. We have the
choice every day of our lives to
continue to leave the safety of
the yard. Will we do so or will
we give in to the fear that holds
us back? As Baby Suggs said,
"know that you are _defenseless
in the world." Feel the fear, and
go on out the yard.
Go on.
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ProgresS or regress?
Changes have .been the We were told our sacrifices for all
buzzword for the past four years. these new. buildings would ensure
From the closing of the North Jot Xavier progress.
But we came to this university for
to the opening of the doors for
a
reason,
whether it was the personal
Xavier basketball games on camatmosphere
of the community or for
pus, we have celebrated and lamented over the changes to our quality academics, and we don't want
to see those reasons disappear in the
university.
name of a bigger,
.Over this
brighter Xavier.
past year, these
Although the
changes have
campus is looking
not been as
better, the univer-·
celebrated
sity is not changing
among· stuas much as the ad- ·
dents as they
ministration thinks
have
been
ii is. The lack of
among
the
minority students
university and
'l"
and faculty is apadministraparent
by looking
tion. The stuat the faces of this
dent disappointment - - - - - - - - - - - - - crowd. We are not.
manifested itself into action and too concerned about our surroundwe have had one of the best array ing communities. We s'ay we would
of letters to the editor in News- like to include people with disabilities in our community,. but our lack
wire history.
But some changes have been of facilities speaks louder words than
good for Xavier. The university, any of us can say. The largest classafter years of student activism, room building, Alter Hall, continues
has welcomed gay students and to need improvements and the
created a club to talk about the McDonald Memorial Library is too
issues surrounding homosexual- . small to fit all of our 6,500 students
and all their academic needs.
ity.
.
After we walk out of this buildThe protests against Sodexho
Marriott, the university food.ser- ing, we will be part of an elite section
vice provider, are continuing to of society by virtue of the degree in
go strong. Our call for increased our hands. But the question is, can
on-campus housing ensures that ·we continue to live the Jesuit ideals
stud_ents will always have a place once we drive away from this campus?
to live at Xavier. ·
But these bad feelings can go to
But not all these changes have
been good. The Joss of the uni- the· wayside this morning. We are
versity center has polarized the graduating, folks. This is not our .
campus and mad'e it apparentthat university anymore.
But just remember, our power now
students do not seem to be the
focus of the university anymore. lies in being alumni.

"Can we continue
to live the Jesuit
ideals once we drive
away from this
campus;
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·''Where will.yo1i.be in .10 years?''·
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White Castle· and mounted ··animal heads .... ah, memories
So I'm supposed .to r~minisce.
Here goes.
A buddy. of mine .once got so
hammered that he began harassing and raving at this mounted .animal head. After being. made to
calm down and stop molesting the
head - as well as forcibly being
refused to be 9riven to the airport
so he could go to Vegas and find
some girlto marry-we managed
fo eventually get the poor fellow ·

heaq mounted above a television people weren't worthwhile (some
set constitutes a gr~ss violation of . my best fric:;nds are juniors, and
.the natural order. At least this is the they're alright people), but I've
theory I use to try and explain why . never been able to shake this harthe head haunted
him so. As
ribly pretentious, elitist idea that
.
. well
as to explain why the same deluded we are the best - like how Tom
fool arid I, along with· another cohort, launched off into the darkness
with only a flashlight to guide us,
stumbling at top speed over hills,
ditches and electric fencing, on
some crazed search for a herd of
cows we knew were nearby. When
we found them, they were angry. I
guess if three college idiots came
roaring into my room, hysterically
drunk~- at four o' clOCltiblnemorri~ ing and started harassing me with
lights and threatening my children,
I would become enraged as well. ·
We were forced to flee on foot.
I include these incidents only
because they, among many others; .
leave me wondering now, looking
back.down a long, hazy, four-year
"
road; whether I am more intelligent
leaving college or was I at my in:.
tellectual height when I arrived Brokaw keeps flaunting his.genhere? And why did I ever think my eration as the best, except I have
to bed. But I will never forget how friends and I were so much smarter less evidence to back it up. ·Inprotective; how territorially sav- than everyone else in the first place?· deed, if there is. anything I have
age he was- about his 20 White- I've always felt that our class, this learned at Xavier it is that our genCastle hamburgers. The fries he year's senior class, was comprised . era ti on is possibly one of the.
had given away, but the burgers, . of far more talented and. interesting dumbest generations. I've seen
apparently, he would die for.
individuals than those that came college students do things in my
I suppose man has always felt a before or after us. Not that there four years here that children would
strong pµll towards nature while was anything wrong or bad about have the sense and decency not
intoxicated, and a huge, stuffed .. thos·e other classes or that the to do, like light ping pong balls

of

·,.'

on fire and throw them at each other.
And now, this bold generation
of idiots (and I include myself in
that term) go forth to join the face~
less, cry'ing, hudded masses of
"adults" that run this wretched nation of ours. Sixty hour workweeks,
overtime, layoffs - the magic all
. starts here, and retirement is mere
decades away. Suddenly we don't
seem so special anymore, or so idiotic. But that's the trap; that's what
they want you to think. For all the
"individualist" sentiment that we
are continually bombarded within
this country, what "adults" really
want you to do is be "adults." Join
the herd and live by their standards,
their rules, their way of thinking.
And unfortunately we have to. At
least for a little .while. Because with
ren! looming above my head like
some frenzied animal, I find myself realizing that the time has come
for myself as well, to become an
"adult." But the true crime is to
completely abandon all of the courage, zeal and stupidity that have
carried us through four years of
higher education.
These things·-'- including stupidity, whiCh sometimes pays off
- are what will make our genera.lion great. Xavier is an incredibly
small world, and there is an un. imaginable amount of adventure ·
and experience awaiting us all out.side, if we can still summon the

':And now, this
bold generation of
idiots (and I
include myselfin
that term) go forth
_;,to join ·the faceless,
crying, hudded ·
masses of.adults'
that run this
wretched nation of ·
ours.

courage to go get it. Work your job,
do it on "thefr" terms if need be, but
never lose 'sight of the things that

you had always planned. on going
after when you were young. Someday the time may come to quit your
day job and write that book, wrestle
that alligator, join that circus you've
always.dreamed of; and if you don't?
Well then perhaps these four years
were the last times for adventure, but
it certainly doesn't have to be that
way. I'd like to think, 10, 20, or even
30 years from now, I'll .be running
drunk through a cornfield, desperately trying to.keep my balance, still
hunting for those terrible cows.
Good luck and farewell.
.:_ Matt Wagner
Class of 'OJ
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Can't get enough of your· mug
WHEN YOUR CHILDREN SEE THIS, THEY ·WON'T BELIEVE YOU USED TO BE COOL.. ~
.

I

.
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Attention. graduat,gs;_ .
After you leave; how do you keep
up to. date on Xavier news, sports,
opinions and all· tl1at goes on
under the shadow of St. Francis
x·avier7 With a subscription to
The Xavier Newswire.
.

.

We can .heIp . ~ach issue .of The X~vier Newswire, the campus newspap~r, is packed with Xavier news,
sports, entertainment and .opinions. It's the best way to keep up with the events and happenings just like the ones that
transpired whil~ you went to school there.
.
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Sign me up for a one-year home delivery subscription to
Xavf~r
Let provide you each YeS !I understand
I will receive approximately 28 issues over the course of the
The Xavier

Newswire

week With:
• In-depth coverage of campus events
•Leading commentary and behindthe-scen~s insight into Xavier sports
• Moving features of Xavier campus
personalities and groups
• Important campus security updates

The

Newswire.
year. I have enclosed my $30 paym.ent with this form.

Name: ....................·........... ~ ....... ;................................. . Mail to: The Xavier Newswire
Address·: ............................... ~ ..... ~ .............................. .
Accounts Receivable
City/State: ................................................................ ~
3800 Victory Parkway
Zip Code: ....................................... ~ ........................... :
Cincinnati, OH 45207
Please fill out this form completely and enclose a check or money order for $30 made out to The Xavier Newswire. The Newswire
is printed on Wednesday. Subscrib~rs generally receive their issue the Monday after publication. Please submit all payment by
September 15, 2001.

L---------------------------------------~-------------~

.LUCK, GRADUATES! ST. FRANCIS IS· PROUD
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. Dana's.· Kegs. Soho plastic cups.
· My member being drunk. Cans.
Bottles. La\}ghter. Guinness.

There is no joy in Calendar City.
This week, Calendar City.loses a
few residents. .

I want to offer a tribute to those
people who have built the foun-daticin of this city for four years.
we· "are the poor, the tired, the
huddled masses yearning · to
breathe free. We are the daughters and sons of fortune. ·We are
Dionne Warwick, Elton John,
Gladys Knight and Stevie Wonder
singing "That's What Friends Are
For." . We are not the Baby
Boomers. We are not Generation
X. We don't need a letter. We
have a big Sharpie marker and we
are ready to make our mark on the
world. We are "Animal House."
We are a single candle flicker of
hip-hop, teen pop, how many licks
does it take to get to· the center of
the Tootsie pop? We are not making any sense. We are a keg of
. Beast Light.. We are a cloud of
cigarette smoke. We are still looking for a parking spot. We were
2001: A Frosh Odyssey. We are a
Jesuit product. We are. wash in
warm water with like colors.
Most of all, we are mountains of
memory and ~tory.

.FRIDAY
August 22, 1997 .

· Dancing a_nd Parties: "I Will
Survive" being a "Blister in the
Sun" because of your "Tainted
By Adam Ziemkiewicz To offer me employment, call 745-3122 or mail _to Ml 2129.
Love." Swimming in beer at Muwil do once you get there, never
From: lotsanumberslcan 't
sic Hall. "Crawl Down the Mall to
knowing all your plans will
remember@xavier.xu.edu
Fall Ball." Madonna's "Like a
mean nothing because what hapSubj: First week at Xavier.
Prayer" at 4 a.m. on Ledgewood.
May 19, 2001
pens could never have been pre.. :Dude, How's stuff'? Classes are
.Making a·"girl sandwiCh." Black
dicted. Only to pack up, better
okay. Plato. can bite my ass.
lights. Togas. Cross-Dressing.
We've made it.. Graduation in
for the wear, with all your souveRoommate's okay. He listens to
Pig Roasts. "What do you mean I
th() Cintas Center. After four years
nirs - photographs, empty
Mariah Carey a lot, so he might die
can't get into the dance for Home~
of memories and "1llbelievable ex.:.
bottles ofalcohol, books, papers.
soon. Lot of hot girls here. (They
coming?" Wyclef Jean. -(No matperiences ... what do you mean I
The preparationis 18 years. The
will be mine.) Hope all is well. ttyl,
forgot a few years, a few mo- · ter what happens, I will always be
journey, hopef\illy, only four.
your friend.
· the only weed he wants to smoke.)
. ments, a few mep10rable events?
Ahhh, but what a wonderful four
How could I P,Ossibly leave out
years they have been.
The· Opposite Sex: Long-dis-.
beating UC in the CrossTown ·
tance phone calls. Roadtrips.
Shootout in 1999? The nerve of
"Who the hell are all these
Hooking up. So much talking.
me to forget the greatest concert.
September 11, 1997
screaming idiots attacking my
Spending the night together as
·of all-time to ever happen on
I am going to take this moment
car? Mom, turn the car around
often as possible, roommate pe,rXavier's campus: The Why Store.
to apologize to members of Mer... NOW,!"
mitting. Laughter. That one moWhere· do I get off forgetting
maid Tavern, Cheerleading; Amment you wish would never end.
Dawson's Creek? Rest easy, fair
ne.sty · International,
the
Manresa: object of affection
The
walk of shame. Everybody up
readers, I have not forgotten. The
Birdwatchers' Club, Tae Kwan
and scorn, but always conve~sa
in
your
business. Making out on
reality is, it all happens so quickly,
Do, my Koinonia small group, the
tion.
the chapel steps. ~oodbyes.
there is no possible way to write
Knights of Columbus, Intramural
ev~ryone's experience. Here's ·
Soccer and the 1S other groups I
"I want a standing ovation!"
what Xavier was to me, a far from
signed up for freshman year. I
Sit down, you moron.
complete list:
couldn't make it to the meetings.
May 20, 2001
Keep s'ending ine the newsletter.
Talk about throwing you into
There are goodbyes. There are
Classes. 12-page papers. Takthe deep end, out of the nest and
always goodbyes. Ring around
ing· math, philosophy, theology
into the fire. Mandatory fun for
the collar. The last Cosby Show.
and several other -ologies. Cram~
three days. A thousand faces
Alas, poor Yorick, I knew them
. ming for finals. Arguing with
December. 17, 1997
flashing before me. All the games
well. The que"'Stion is, what are we.
. i classmates over the relevance of a
Home
sweet home. Wait a minute.
and all the names.· Nina, my
going to do now? Work? Gradutrinitarian religion in an obviously
I don't have to dial niiie to call any- ' ·self-serving societ)r. Trying to figgroup leader. Pinky the cow.
ate school? Become a hobo?
one? Hang on a second, my parKaren, Sean, Yates, Bartles,
Mo?ch off my parents.
·ure out what in the hell Dr.
ents are treating me like I am a maJames, Ricky, Matt, Nicole, a
Gendreau is saying. AJl.:nighters.
ture adult now? Whoa, there's no
circle of \>lank faces. If they exone to talk to at 2 a.m. But, my own
pect us to remember all these
Friends. Talkingaboutnothing
bed and "home-cooked meals and
people, that'snotPLAYmgFAIR.
May 21, 2001
in the lounge or in someone's
"How was your break?"
room. Getting written up for a quiet
For now, we savor the bitter-

'~Li,,: •J:.1W

I 1: hi;-;!.~ •J!\'JI

Here's my theory: College is
like a roadtrip. You begin with a
single destination in mind. You
pack everything you can - your
toothbrush, your pillow, your past
memories, your hope for the future, your Bon Jovi posters. Your
mother yells: "Make" sure you
don't forget anything." As in .
most roadtrips, you have plenty of
August 28, 1997
food on hand (much like college),
you take periodic bathroom
The first day of classes. For
breaks (I call these life's little
starters, let's all reminisce when
moments that bring you the joy
classes started on a Wednesday.
· and comfort of being alive, be it a
girls' night with movies and talk"Are you serious? Three SO
ing or finally meeting that some~ ·· minute classes and I have the rest
one you always knew you would
of the day off. I could get used
find. I know it might be a stretch,
to this."
but it's just a theory, it is bound
to have some holes), you may get
"Help you? You want gravy, __
honey?"
·
lost (which is half the fun of college) and you antfoipate your eventual arrival (in this case,
To :high-schoolfriend97
graduation), thiriking of all you
@hotmail.com

l~f, : I:~

:.:' I:'!\fi

May 5, 1998_
We made it. Some deep satisfaction descends on us·as we move into
summer. Finals are over. We have
survived doing as little laundry as
possible while pondering how that
affects literature and our moral
imagination. Personal pan pizzas,
beer, Papa John's pizzas, beer, that
strange odor in the shower, people
blaring their music intolerably loud
to pi:ove they have refmed musical .
tastes like Dave Matthews Band and
Sublime, beer.

hours violation while watching
South Park or eating bad popcorn
while watching microwave movies.
Watching the stars in the hallway.
Nights at Dana's. Afternoons at
Dana's. Roadtrips to Chicago or
Waffle-House or PRC. Laughter.

sweet ending. We are walking out
the door. We are turning the page.
·Where do we go now? If the last
few years are any indication, it is
going to be an experience full of
slirprises, happiness, rising gas
prices and the beauty that makes
life worth living. The journey is
Drinking: My first Harry Bufnot over. We have miles to go
falo excursion. Calling everyone
before we sleep. l have packed up
the same person's name for no ap- · my years: all the souvenirs. All
parent reason. Consequently, .the
my memories and stories tucked
first morning throwing up. Wonsafely away in the corner of my
dering how a perfectly round
heart. The engine is running. The
pickle ended up on the floor of the
windows are down, the radio is up,
bathroom. Cleaning up after my- · the road up ahead is clear. I hope
self. Hangovers. Pitchers at
I don't forget anything.

TO ALL THO·SE STAFF
WRITERS, EDITORS, LETTERSU BM ITTERS AND
NEWSWIRE PATRONS:
WE AT THE NEWSWIRE WOULD LIKE. TO
THANK YOU FOR ALL THAT YOU HAVE
,,.

DONE. WE COULD NOT EXIST WITHOUT
YOU.

GOOD LUCK,. SENIORS!

